MC Decision under Title III

1) Adopts

- for ('geographic scope')
  - CP transmission systems
  - CP-CP Interconnections
  - CP-MS Interconnections

i.e. switch-on of Title III countries (minus MS-MS interconnections - these are already covered (obliged) by EU GL version) the following acts

- Adapted Regulation text
  - will activate shadow 10th CCR (ref. ENTSO-E explanatory note)

- Already approved EU-wide\(^1\) methodologies [without changes!]
  - Alternatively: delegate power to PHLG to adopt [note for CACM: at least the CCRs\[^1\] should be adopted together with the MC Decision]

- Already approved regional\(^1\) market coupling methodologies (unchanged)
  - Alternatively: delegate power to PHLG to adopt [note for CACM: at least the CCR\[^1\] should be adopted together with the MC Decision]

2) Delegates powers to PHLG to adopt under Title III

- for still-to-come EU-wide methodologies
  - Switch-on the adopted EU methodologies by Title 3 PHLG Decision

- For still-to-come regional market coupling methodologies
  - MC decision replaces EU voting procedure of Art 9(3) by voting procedure according to Title III Treaty voting rules – i.e. 2/3 majority incl a positive vote of the Union ( 

3) Defines the CCR\(^1\)

---

\(^1\) In the sense of: “all NRA/TSO/NEMO”